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ABSTRACT: In mobile ad hoc network, Position aided routing protocols can offer a significant performance increase
over traditional ad hoc routing protocols. As position information is broadcasted including the enemy to receive. Routes
may be disconnected due to dynamic movement of nodes. Such networks are more vulnerable to both internal and
external attacks due to presence of adversarial nodes. These nodes affect the performance of routing protocol in ad hoc
networks. So it is essential to identify the neighbours in MANET. The “Neighbor Position Verification” (NPV), is a
routing protocol designed to protect the network from adversary nodes by verifying the position of neighbor nodes to
improve security, efficiency and performance in MANET routing.
KEYWORDS: Neighbor Position Verification” (NPV), MANET.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The emerging wireless ad hoc network paradigm enables a new type of network in which collaborating
devices relay packets from one device to another across multiple wireless links in a self-organizing manner. A number
of applications based on this type of network have been established or are expected in the near future, such as
environmental and building monitoring, disaster relief and military battlefield communication. Due to the selforganizing nature of ad hoc networks, every node in the network can be alternately functioning as a transmitter or a
receiver. Oftentimes, a node can communicate directly with only several other nodes around itself, which are called its
“neighbors”. In absence of a central controller, every node has to discover its neighbors before efficient routing is
possible. The process for a node to identify all its neighbors is called neighbor discovery, which is a crucial first step of
constructing reliable wireless ad hoc networks.
Neighbor discovery in ad hoc networks is a critical and non-trivial task. Algorithms such as “birthday
protocol” [1], directional antenna neighbor discovery [2], [3] and slotted random transmission and reception [4] have
been proposed to enable all nodes in a network to find out their neighbors either synchronously or asynchronously.
These algorithms can be categorized as random access discovery, which requires nodes to be randomly in a
“transmitting” or “listening” state in each time slot so that each node gets a chance to hear every neighbor for at least
once in a sufficient amount of time. Such random access discovery schemes allow one transmission to be successful at
a time, and hence generally require a large number of time slots until reliable neighbor discovery is achieved.
Timely discovery of a node’s neighbors is a critical issue in wireless networks, especially when the nodes are
mobile. References [5]–[7] suggest solution of the neighbor discovery problem from the multiuser detection
perspective. The idea is to let all neighbors simultaneously send their unique signature waveforms which identify
themselves, and let the center node detect which signatures are at presence. The advantage is rapid detection achieved
using multiuser detectors, which are well-understood in the context of code-division multiple access (CDMA).
However, the difficulties of scaling the scheme as well as implementing coherent detection without training have not
been adequately addressed (training for channel estimation is evidently impossible before the discovery of neighbors).
1.1 Finding the position of a neighbour
Neighbor discovery deals with the identification of nodes with which a communication link can established or that are
within a given distance. An adversarial node could be securely discovered as neighbour and be indeed a neighbour
(with in some range ),but it could still cheat about its position within the same range. In other words, SND lets a node
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assess whether another node is an actual neighbour but it does not verify the location it claims to be at. This is most
often employed to counter wormhole attacks.

Figure1. Neighbor discovery in adversarial environment
1.2 Confirmation of claimed position.
Neighbor verification schemes often rely on fixed or mobile trustworthy nodes, which are assumed to be always
available for the verification of the positions announced by third parties. In ad hoc environments, however the
pervasive presence of either infrastructure or neighbor nodes that can be aprioristically trusted is quite unrealistic. Thus,
a protocol is devised that is autonomous and does not require trustworthy neighbours.
1.3 Importance Of Neighbor Position Update
An ad hoc network is the collection of wireless mobile hosts forming a temporary without the aid of any established
infrastructure or centralized administration. In such an environment , it is necessary for one mobile host to enlist the aid
of other hosts in forwarding packet to its destination, due to the limited range of each mobile host’s wireless
transmissions. In order to procure the position of other nodes while moving, an approach is proposed such a way that it
helps in obtaining the position of dynamic mobile node. This paper presents a protocol for updating the position of node
in dynamic ad hoc networks. The protocol adapts quickly to position changes when host movement is frequent, yet
requires little or no overhead during periods in which hosts move less frequently.
II.RELATED WORK
Location awareness has become an asset in mobile systems, where a wide range of protocols and applications
require knowledge of the position of the participating nodes. Geographic routing in spontaneous networks, data
gathering in sensor networks, movement coordination among autonomous robotic nodes, location-specific services for
handheld devices, and danger warning or traffic monitoring in vehicular networks are all examples of services that
build on the availability of neighbour position information.
The correctness of node locations is therefore an all important issue in mobile networks, and it becomes
particularly challenging in the presence of adversaries aiming at harming the system. Specifically, we deal with a
mobile ad hoc network, where a pervasive infrastructure is not present, and the location data must be obtained through
node-to-node communication. Such a scenario is of particular interest since it leaves the door open for adversarial
nodes to misuse or disrupt the location-based services. For example, by advertising forged positions, adversaries could
bias geographic routing or data gathering processes, attracting network traffic and then eavesdropping or discarding it.
Similarly, counterfeit positions could grant adversaries unauthorized access to location dependent services, let vehicles
forfeit road tolls, disrupt vehicular traffic or endanger passengers and drivers. In this context, the challenge is to
perform, in absence of trusted nodes, a fully distributed, lightweight
NPV procedure that enables each node to acquire the locations advertised by its neighbours, and assess their
truthfulness. We therefore propose an NPV protocol that has the following features. It is designed for spontaneous ad
hoc environments, and, as such, it does not rely on the presence of a trusted infrastructure or of a priori trustworthy
nodes. It leverages cooperation but allows a node to perform all verification procedures autonomously.
Although the literature carries a multitude of ad hoc security protocols addressing a number of problems
related to NPV, there are no lightweight, robust solutions to NPV that can operate autonomously in an open, ephemeral
environment, without relying on trusted nodes. Below, we list relevant works and highlight the novelty of our
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contribution. For clarity of presentation, we first review solutions to some NPV-related problems, such as secure
positioning and secure discovery, and then we discuss solutions specifically addressing NPV. Securely determining
own location. In mobile environ-ments, self-localization is mainly achieved through Global Navigation Satellite
Systems, e.g., GPS, whose security can be provided by cryptographic and noncryptographic defense mechanisms [3].
Alternatively, terrestrial special-purpose infrastructure could be used [4], [5], along with techniques to deal with
nonhonest beacons [6]. We remark that this problem is orthogonal to the problem of NPV. In the rest of this paper, we
will assume that devices employ one of the techniques above to securely determine their own position and time
reference.
Secure neighbor discovery (SND) deals with the identification of nodes with which a communication link can
be established or that are within a given distance [7]. SND is only a step toward the solution we are after: simply
put, an adversarial node could be securely discovered as neighbor and be indeed a neighbor (within some SND range),
but it could still cheat about its position within the same range. In other words, SND is a subset of the NPV problem,
since it lets a node assess whether another node is an actual neighbor but it does not verify the location it claims to be
at. SND is most often employed to counter wormhole attacks [8], [9], [10]; practical solutions to the SND problem have
been proposed in [11], while properties of SND protocols with proven secure solutions can be found in [12], [13].
Neighbor position verification was studied in the context of ad hoc and sensor networks; however, existing
NPV schemes often rely on fixed [14], [15] or mobile [16] trustworthy nodes, which are assumed to be always
available for the verification of the positions announced by third parties. In ad hoc environments, however, the
pervasive presence of either infrastructure or neighbor nodes that can be aprioristically trusted is quite unrealistic. Thus,
we devise a protocol that is autonomous and does not require trustworthy neighbors.
In [17], an NPV protocol is proposed that first lets nodes calculate distances to all neighbors, and then
commends that all triplets of nodes encircling a pair of other nodes act as verifiers of the pair’s positions. This scheme
does not rely on trustworthy nodes, but it is designed for static sensor networks, and requires lengthy multiround
computations involving several nodes that seek consensus on a common neighbor verification. Furthermore, the
resilience of the protocol in [17] to colluding attackers has not been demonstrated. The scheme in [18] suits static
sensor networks too, and it requires several nodes to exchange information on the signal emitted by the node whose
location has to be verified. Moreover, it aims at assessing not the position but whether the node is within a given region
or not. Our NPV solution, instead, allows any node to validate the position of all of its neighbors through a fast, onetime message exchange, which makes it suitable to both static and mobile environments. Additionally, we show that
our NPV scheme is robust against several different colluding attacks. Similar differences can be found between our
work and [19].
In [20], the authors propose an NPV protocol that allows nodes to validate the position of their neighbors
through local observations only. This is performed by checking whether subsequent positions announced by one
neighbor draw a movement over time that is physically possible. The approach in [20] forces a node to collect several
data on its neighbor movements before a decision can be taken, making the solution unfit to situations where the
location information is to be obtained and verified in a short time span. Moreover, an adversary can fool the protocol by
simply announcing false positions that follow a realistic mobility pattern. Conversely, by exploiting cooperation among
nodes, our NPV protocol is 1) reactive, as it can be executed at any instant by any node, returning a result in a short
time span, and 2) robust to fake, yet realistic, mobility patterns announced by adversarial nodes over time.
The scheme in [21] exploits Time-of-Flight (ToF) distance bounding and node cooperation to mitigate the
problems of the previous solutions. However, the cooperation is limited to couples of neighbor nodes, which renders the
protocol ineffective against colluding attackers. To our knowledge, our protocol is the first to provide a fully
distributed, lightweight solution to the NPV problem that does not require any infrastructure or a priori trusted
neighbors and is robust to several different attacks, including coordinated attacks by colluding adversaries. Also, unlike
previous works, our solution is suitable for both low and high mobile environments and it only assumes RF
communication. Indeed, non-RF communication, e.g., infrared or ultrasound, is unfeasible in mobile networks, where
non-line-of-sight conditions are frequent and device to device distances can be in the order of tens or hundreds of
meters. An early version of this work, sketching the NPV protocol and some of the verification tests to detect
independent adversaries, can be found in [22].
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III.PROPOSED WORK
In this paper we propose a fully distributed cooperative scheme for neighbor position verification(NPV),
which enables a node, hereinafter called the verifier, to discover and verify the position of its communication
neighbors.
A. NPV Protocol
The proposed NPV protocol is designed for spontaneous mobile ad hoc environments, and, as such, it does not
rely on the presence of a trusted infrastructure or of a priori trustworthy nodes. This protocol leverages cooperation but
allows a node to perform all verification procedures autonomously. This method has no need for lengthy interactions,
e.g., to reach a consensus among multiple mobile nodes, making our scheme suitable for both low and high mobility
environments. It is reactive, meaning that it can be executed by any mobile node, at any point in time, without prior
knowledge of the neighborhood. It is robust against independent and colluding attacks. It is lightweight, as it generates
low overhead routing traffic.
Algorithm 1
Step 1: node S do
Step 2: S ->* : (POLL, K’s)
Step 3: S: store ts
Step 4: When receive REPLY from X E
Step 5: S : store txs, cx
Step 6: after Tmax + Tjitter do
Step 7: S : ms={(cx, ix)/txs)}
B. Direct Symmetry Test
The Direct Symmetry Test (DST) verifies the direct links with its communication neighbor nodes. To this end,
DST checks whether reciprocal to F-derived distances are consistent with each other and with the position advertised
by the neighbor node and with a proximity range. The latter corresponds to the maximum nominal transmission range,
and upper bounds the distance at which the two nodes can communicate.
Algorithm 2
Step 1: node S do
Step 2: S: Fs<-0
Step 3: For all X E Ns do
Step 4: If dsx – dxs > 2 or
Step 5: ps – px / - dxs > 2 or
Step 6: dsx > R then
Step 7: S:Fs<-X
C. Cross Symmetry Test
The cross symmetry test(CST) ignores nodes already declared as faulty by the DST and only considers mobile
nodes that proved to be communication neighbor nodes between each other, i.e., for which To F derived mutual
distances are available. However, pairs of neighbor nodes declaring collinear positions with respect to S are not taken
into account. This choice makes our NPV robust to attacks in many particular situations. For all other pair the cross test
verifies the symmetry of the reciprocal distances and their consistency with the positions declared by the neighbor
nodes and with the proximity range. For each neighbor maintains a link counter and a mismatch counter. The former is
incremented at every new crosscheck on X, and records the number of communication links between neighbor and
other neighbors. The latter is incremented every time at least one of the cross checks on distance and the position fails
and identifies the potential for neighbor being faulty.
Algorithm 3
Step 1: node S do
Step 2: S:Us<- 0, Ws<- 0
Step 3: For all X E Ns, X E Fs do
Step 4: if dxy , dyx and
Step 5: Ps E line(px , py)
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Step 6: S:lx=lx+1, ly=ly+1
Step 7: If dxy-dyx > 2x+e or
Step 8: dxy > R then
Step 9: S: mx=mx+1.
IV. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
A single independent adversary cannot perform any successful attack against the NPV scheme. When the
shared neighbourhood increases in size, the probability that the adversary is tagged as faulty rapidly grows to 1.
Multiple independent adversaries can only harm each other, thus reducing their probability of successfully announcing
a fake position. In coordinated attacks, it is the nature of the neighbourhood that determines the performance of the
NPV scheme in presence of colluders. However, in realistic environments, our solution is very robust even to attacks
launched by large groups of knowledgeable colluders. This system yields small advantage to the adversaries in terms of
displacement. Finally, the overhead introduced by the NPV protocol is reasonable, as it does not exceed a few tens of
Kbytes even in the most critical conditions.
V. CONCLUSION
Techniques for finding neighbours effectively in a non priori trusted environment are identified. The proposed
techniques will eventually provide security from malicious nodes. The protocol is robust to adversarial attacks. This
protocol will also update the position of the nodes in an active environment. The performance of the proposed scheme
will be effective one.
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